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REPORT ON SPECIFIC ICRC ACTIVITIES
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In addition to its dissemination activities carried out under the Action Programme, the ICRC has 
developed a number of specific dissemination activities which are briefly reported on below.

I. ARMED FORCES

The delegate to the armed forces has given courses or participated in seminars in the following 
places and institutions :

1978 : - "Eighth Law of War Instructor Course" organized by the Judge Advocate
General's School, Charlottsville;

Annual Conference of the Judge Advocates of the United States Navy and 
Marine Corps, Washington, October 1978;

"Workshop Conference" on the Protocols, organized by the Strategic Institute of 
the US Army War College;

Conferences organized at the National Defense College and at George Washington 
University, Washington;

Working groups on the law of war for Belgian and Federal Republic of Germany 
army officers stationed near Kassel (Federal Republic of Germany).

1979 : - Seminar organized by the Naval War College at Newport (USA).

1980 : - Ninth international refresher course for young military doctors at Athens
organized by the International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy;

Course organized at the Munich Hochschule der Bundeswehr.

Finally, since 1979, the ICRC armed forces delegate has taken part in the seminar organized 
by the International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy each year at the Henry 
Dunant Institute on the law of armed conflicts, for senior medical officers.
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II- RELATIONS WITH UNESCO

An ICRC delegation took part in the international congress on the teaching of human rights 
organized by UNESCO in Vienna from 12 to 16 September 1978, in particular to see to it that 
the teaching of international humanitarian law had a place beside that of human rights. The 
congress adopted a resolution to elaborate a seven-year plan for the development of the 
teaching of human rights, including international humanitarian law, and to create an inter
national centre to transmit documentation, co-ordinate teaching and produce teaching material 
dealing with human rights.

As a follow-up to this resolution, UNESCO held a meeting of experts in Paris from 25 to 28 
June 1979 to draft a septennial plan for the development of the teaching of human rights and 
international humanitarian law. The ICRC was invited to this meeting, as were a dozen experts 
and representatives of nongovernmental organizations who had taken part in the Vienna 
Conference. A septennial plan sketched out at this meeting included the founding of an inter
national documentation centre, as recommended by the Vienna Conference.

At the 108th session of the UNESCO Executive Council in August 1979, the Director-General 
proposed the creation of a "Voluntary Fund for the Development of Knowledge of Human Rights 
by Teaching and Information", to finance, inter alia, the establishment of an international 
centre for documentation and information on human rights and of a system to co-ordinate 
human rights teaching.

In March 1980, the director of the Department of Principles and Law participated in a meeting, 
organized by the UNESCO Division of Human Rights and Peace, dealing with the problem of 
co-ordinating human rights documentation; at this meeting, the ICRC representative spoke on 
the relationship between human rights and international humanitarian law.
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III. "THE RED CROSS AND MY COUNTRY11 AND THE "TEACHER'S MANUAL11

In response to requests by National Societies, the ICRC has continued to distribute these two 
manuals.

1978 : - 5'000 textbooks and 100 "Teacher's Manual", French-speaking Africa version,
sent to Mali;

5'000 textbooks and 100 "Teacher's Manual", French-speaking Africa version, 
sent to Togo;

5'000 textbooks and 400 "Teacher's Manual", Arabic version, sent to Mauritania;

10'000 textbooks and 700 "Teacher's Manual", English-speaking Africa version, 
sent to South Africa;

6'000 textbooks, English-speaking Africa version, sent to Gambia;

5'000 textbooks, English-speaking Africa version, sent to Uganda.

1979 : - Publication of a Portuguese Africa version of the textbook (60'000 copies) and
"Teacher's Manual" (6'000 copies);

Reprint of the Arabic version of the textbook (30'000 copies) and "Teacher's 
Manual" (4'000 copies).

1980 : - Financing of publication in China of a Chinese version of the textbook (100'000
copies);

10'000 textbooks and 1'000 "Teacher's Manual" sent to Angola;

5'000 textbooks and 1'000 "Teacher's Manual" sent to Rwanda.
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IV. PUBLICATIONS AND LIBRARY

The ICRC has published the following :

1978 : - Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 (Arabic
version);

African Traditions and Humanitarian Law, No. II, by Yolande Diallo (French 
and English);

The ICRC and Disarmament, reprinted from International Review of the Red 
Cross (French, English and Spanish);

New edition of ICRC leaflet (French, English, Japanese and German);

ICRC Annual Report 1977 (French, English, Spanish and German);

Presence of the International Committee of the Red Cross in Africa (French, 
English, Spanish, Portuguese, German and Swahili).

1979 : - Report on the Round Table of institutions awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
(French, English, Spanish, Russian, Arabic and German);

Fundamental Rules of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Con
flicts (French, English, Spanish, Arabic, German and Portuguese);

Annual Report 1978 (French, English, Spanish, and German);

Presenting the ICRC (French, English, Spanish, Arabic, German and Portugue
se);

The ICRC, the League and the Report on the Re-appraisal of the Role of the 
Red Cross, reprinted from International Review of the Red Cross (French, 
English and Spanish);

The ICRC and Human Rights, reprinted from International Review of the Red 
Cross (French, English, Spanish and German);

ICRC leaflet (Portuguese and new edition of French, English, Spanish, German 
and Italian);

O CICR no Mundo (illustrated brochure, Portuguese only).
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1980 : Islam and International Humanitarian Law, reprinted from International Review 
of the Red Cross (French and English);

African Customary Humanitarian Law, by E. Bello (English);

The Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross, Peace and Human Rights, re
printed from International Review of the Red Cross (French, English and 
Spanish);

Annual Report 1979 (French, English, Spanish, German and Arabic);

Summary of Annual Report 1979, reprinted from Annual Report 1979 (French, 
English, Spanish and German);

European Seminar on Humanitarian Law (English);

Soldier's Manual (Khmer);

The Red Cross (new English version taking into account the 1977 Protocols);

Fundamental Rules of International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed 
Conflicts (Portuguese);

The ICRC and Human Rights, reprinted from International Review of the Red 
Cross (French, English, Spanish and German);

Resolution on Family Reunification, reprinted from International Review of the 
Red Cross (French, English, Spanish, German and Arabic);

Implementation of the Protocols, reprinted from International Review of the Red 
Cross (French, English and Spanish);

The ICRC and its Activities in the World (French-English bilingual edition);

Presenting the ICRC (new edition in French, English, Spanish and German).

The services of the ICRC library have been constantly used by researchers, in particular by 
law students.
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EVALUATION OF THE FIRST PROGRAMME OF ACTION OF THE RED CROSS WITH

RESPECT TO DISSEMINATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW AND OF THE PRINCIPLES 

AND IDEALS OF THE RED CROSS

(1978-1981)
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This chapter indicates, point by point, the follow-up by the ICRC, the League and the Henry Dunant 
Institute to the different objectives of the first Red Cross dissemination programme. Objectives in the 
process of being achieved or which it has not been possible to achieve but which have been retained 
appear in the Second Programme of Action of the Red Cross with respect to Dissemination of Internatio
nal Humanitarian Law and of the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross.

Objective No. 1

To encourage States to accede to the 1977 additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions.

Plan 1.1.

The ICRC addresses itself to the governments by circular letter and by various ad hoc approaches to 
encourage them to accede to the Protocols.

a) “1978 Appeal"

In November 1978, a note-verbale was sent to all the permanent missions in Geneva (for those 
States with no permanent mission in Geneva, a letter signed to the President was sent to the Minis
ter of Foreign Affairs) to accompany the official test of the appeal on the occasion of the coming 
into force of the additional Protocols of 1977.

A list of signatures, ratifications and accessions to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and 
to the two additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 was also sent with those documents.

b) "Note-verbale of 1981"

In February 1981, an exactly similar operation was carried out, emphasizing that, with the approach 
of the Twenty-fourth International Red Cross Conference at Manila, the ICRC hoped that as high a 
number as possible of government representatives could announce to the Conference that the State 
that they represented had become a party to the Protocols, and to the 1949 Conventions for the 17 
States that were not yet parties.
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c) Regional missions

During missions carried out by several ICRC collaborators, ad hoc approaches were made to encou
rage the States visited to ratify or to accede to the additional Protocols.

The following countries were contacted during these missions :

May-June 1980
June 1980
June-July 1980
October 1980
November 1980
November 1980
December 1980
January 1981
January 1981
January 1981
February 1981
February-March 1981

February 1981
February 1981
February-March-April 1981
March 1981
March 1981
April 1981
April 1981
April-May 1981

May 1981
June 1981
September 1981

Uruguay, Argentina, United States
Federal Republic of Germany
Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Colombia
USSR
Oman
France
Jordan, Syria
Burma, Thailand
Mozambique
Japan
Indonesia
Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka
Iraq
Nepal
Peru, Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Mexico
USA
Benin
Egypt
Zimbabwe
Senegal, Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Togo, Nigeria, Came
roon, Kenya, Ethiopia, Sudan
Brazil
Burundi, Rwanda, Zaire, Central African Republic
Spain, Portugal, Greece, Malta
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Plan 1.2.

The ICRC and the League jointly call on National Societies to urge their respective governments to accede 
to the Protocols.

In November 1978, the appeal which had been communicated to permanent missions was sent to all 
National Societies with an accompanying letter inviting them to put moral pressure on their govern
ments and the public at large to urge the ratification of the two additional Protocols.

Plan 1.3.

The ICRC, in co-operation with the League, will organize a meeting with NGOs in order to see what they 
can do to help encourage all States to accede to the Protocols.

In June 1979, a working group of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) on dissemination of know
ledge of international humanitarian law was held at the ICRC.

The following topics were dealt with :

State of signatures and accessions to the additional Protocols,

Contributions that NGOs can make to encourage all States to accede to the additional Protocols,

NGO contributions to the dissemination of knowledge of international humanitarian law.

Objective No. 2

To analyse the legal and practical consequences of the provisions of the Protocols additional to the 
Geneva Conventions.
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Plan 2.1.

The ICRC will prepare commentaries on the Protocols. The League will be consulted during the preparation 
of these texts with respect to the role of National Societies and the League.

The drafting of the commentaries, begun at the end of the last session of the Diplomatic Confe
rence, is underway. The ICRC hopes to be able to publish these commentaries in 1983.

Plan 2.2.

The ICRC will prepare a combined edition of the Geneva Conventions and the Protocols.

This document is ready for printing. It comprises all the articles of the Geneva Conventions and 
opposite each one, on the same page, the article or articles of the additional Protocols relating to 
it. The last part of the document repeats all the articles of the Protocols giving, for each one, the 
references to the articles of the Conventions which it concerns (approximately 800 pages). The 
ICRC is seeking financing to allow for publication, if possible in 1982.

Plan 2.5.

The ICRC, with the collaboration of the League, will adapt the manual on the "Rights and Duties of Nurses 
under the Geneva Conventions" to the Protocols.

A draft text has been completed. It is at present being revised and will be published when the 
necessary funds have been found.

Plan 2.7.

The ICRC will prepare a paper on measures to be taken already in peacetime by States becoming Parties to 
the Protocols.

This paper was published by the ICRC in International Review of the Red Cross (No. 217 July-Au
gust 1980). A reprint of this paper has also been published.
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Objective No. 3

To disseminate and encourage the dissemination of international humanitarian law.

Plan 3.1 Among National Societies

3.1.1. Jointly with interested National Societies and in collaboration with the League, the ICRC will 
organize regional seminars on the dissemination of international humanitarian law.

A complete cycle of regional seminars of this type was held between 1977 and 1981, cove
ring virtually all States parties to the Geneva Conventions :

Warsaw (Poland), 1977 : Europe and North America
Mombassa (Kenya), 1978 : English-speaking Africa
Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), 1978 : Asia and Pacific
Bogota (Colombia), 1979 : South and Central America
Tunis (Tunisia), 1979 : French-speaking Africa
Amman (Jordan), 1981 : Arab countries of the Middle East.

3.1.2. In collaboration with the League, the ICRC is drawing up a compendium of guidelines for Natio
nal Societies on methods of disseminating international humanitarian law.

The preparation of this compendium was entrusted to the Henry Dunant Institute. Work is 
practically finished and a draft version of the compendium will be presented to the Twen
ty-fourth International Red Cross Conference at Manila.

3.1.6. The League organizes Red Cross Youth training periods, to which the ICRC provides lectures on 
international humanitarian law.

The ICRC participated in the following :

Fourth European regional meeting of the directors of Red Cross Youth, Oslo (Norway), 
March-April 1978
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Sub-regional training seminar for national youth instructors and directors of English-spea
king National Societies of East Africa, Lusaka (Zambia), April 1978

Sub-regional training seminar for national youth instructors and directors of English- 
speaking National Societies in West Africa, Accra (Ghana), July-August 1978

First Arabic meeting of youth leaders of Arabic Red Cross and Red Crescent (Kuwait), 
September 1978

Asia-Pacific meeting of directors of Red Cross Youth, Melbourne (Australia), February 
1980

Fifth European regional meeting of directors of Red Cross Youth, Budapest (Hungary), 
March 1980

Sub-regional training seminar for national youth instructors and directors of French-spea
king West African National Societies, Porto Novo (Benin), March-April 1981.

3.1.7. In collaboration with the League, the ICRC will draw up a "Practical guide on the role of the 
Red Cross in time of armed conflict" for the use of National Societies.

The guide is being drafted and will be ready in 1982.

Plan 3.2. Among governments, armed forces, universities, international organizations and other institu
tions and groups concerned.

3.2.1. Among the armed forces

3.2.1.1. The ICRC will organize training periods for officers, medical officers, etc.

In November 1978, an Egyptian officer and a Norwegian officer took part in an introduc
tory course on the law of nations in wartime, organized by the Swiss army in Geneva;

In April 1980, two Polish officers (a doctor and a jurist) came to the ICRC for 
a training period;
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The ICRC participated actively in international courses on the law of war organized by 
the International Institute of Humanitarian Law at San Remo (Italy):

in June 1978 : countries represented : Belgium, Benin, Canada, Iran, Italy, 
Senegal, Switzerland, Upper Volta, Zaire;

in September 1978 : countries represented : Canada, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germa
ny, Finland, Greece, Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States;

in May 1979 : countries represented : Belgium, Canada, Egypt, Federal Republic 
of Germany, Finland, Iraq, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sudan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, United Kingdom, United States;

in September 1979 : countries represented : Benin, Canada, Egypt, Federal Republic of 
Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland;

in May-June 1980 : countries represented : Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Federal Re
public of Germany, .Finland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, New Zealand, 
Norway, Sudan, United Kingdom, United States, Upper Volta;

in September 1980

in May 1981

: countries represented :

: countries represented : 
Tunisia, Zaire.

Argentina, Italy,

Belgium, Canada,

Spain;

Ecuador, Ivory Coast,

3.2.1.3. The ICRC will improve and distribute the "Soldier's Manual".

The main dispatches of the "Soldier's Manual" were to the following countries : 

Bangladesh : 50,000 copies in Bengali sent in 1978.
Somalia : 17,000 copies in Somali sent in December 1978.

3.2.1.5. With the help of the HDI, the ICRC will prepare a manual on methods of dissemination within the 
armed forces.

This manual is being drafted and will be ready in 1982.
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3.2.2. Among government services

3.2.2.2. The HDI and the International Relations Institute of Cameroon will organize the second African 
seminar on international humanitarian law.

This seminar was held at Yaoundé in November-December 1979; 81 participants (represen
tatives of Ministries of Defense, Foreign Affairs, Education, lecturers, students etc.) 
from 26 African countries were present. •

3.2.3. At university level

3.2.3.1. The ICRC and the Polish Red Cross will organize a seminar for lecturers in international public 
law.

This seminar was held at Cracow in August-September 1979.

Forty lecturers from 20 countries of Europe and North America took part in the seminar. 
The work of the seminar was the subject of a publication which was sent to all National 
Societies and Governments of States parties to the Geneva Conventions.

3.2.3.4. With the help of the HDI, the ICRC will draw up a "Bibliography of international humanitarian 
law".

This bibliography has just been published. It includes 5166 titles divided into three parts 
(plus an author index):

general references

international armed conflicts

armed conflicts that are not international
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Objective No. 4

To integrate the dissemination of the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross into all the Red Cross 
movement's activities.

Plan 4.1. Among National Societies

4.1.2. The HDI will hold annual introductory seminars on Red Cross international activities for lea
ders and officials of National Societies.

The HDI organized such seminars in :

May 1978 (French) : 36 participants from the following countries: Belgium, Benin, Cameroon, 
Central African Republic, Congo, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Haiti, Italy, Lebanon, 
Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Niger, Poland, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, Togo, 
Tunisia, Turkey, Lipper Volta, Yugoslavia.

May 1979 (English) : 29 participants from the following countries: Burma, Czechoslovakia,
Federal Republic of Germany, Fiji, German Democratic Republic, Indonesia, Jordan, Lesotho, 
Libya, Malawi, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, Republic of Korea, Singapore, South Africa, 
Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Tanzania.

May-June 1980 (French) : 34 participants from the following countries: Algeria, Belgium,
Benin, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Iran, Italy, Laos, Lebanon, 
Monaco, Morocco, Niger, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, Syria, 
Togo, Tunisia, Lipper Volta, Zaire.

November-December 1980 (Spanish) in collaboration with the Spanish Red Cross : 32 partici
pants from the following countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay, and 16 participants from provincial committees of 
the Spanish Red Cross.

May 1981 (English) : 17 participants from the following countries : Ethiopia, Federal Republic 
of Germany, Iran, Kenya, Libya, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Singapore, Swazi
land, Sweden, United Kingdom, Zambia.
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4.1.3. The ICRC and the League will bring out a new edition of the "International Red Cross Handbook", 
together with the HDI.

A draft of the new edition of the manual is ready. However, it appeared preferable to the 
ICRC, the League and the HDI to wait until the end of the Twenty-fourth international 
Red Cross Conference at Manila in order to be able to include the principal resolutions 
adopted there in the new edition. The new edition is scheduled to appear in 1982.

Plan 4.2. Among Youth

4.2.1. The ICRC and the League will replace the ICRC school textbook by a publication for use in 
primary schools.

Jointly with the League and in collaboration with the Cameroon Red Cross, the ICRC has 
published a manual for Junior Red Cross teachers entitled "Teacher's Handbook".

This manual, which exists in French and English, includes chapters on:

Knowledge of the Red Cross; Red Cross Youth; First Aid; Food and Water,- Protection of 
Health; Hygiene and Sanitation; Mutuel Aid; National and International friendship.

4.2.2. The League, in collaboration with the ICRC, will update and promote the use of the "Red Cross 
Teaching Guide".

The League and the ICRC have sent a copy of the "Guide" to all National Societies and 
have presented it at serveral national, regional and international meetings of the Red 
Cross Youth.

In November 1979, the Spanish Red Cross, jointly with the League and the ICRC, orga
nized a European seminar on the "Teaching Guide".

The following National Societies have informed the ICRC and the League of the publication 
in their countries of the teaching guide; Spain, Lebanon, Poland, Hungary, Colombia, 
Jordan and Thailand.
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4.2.4. In collaboration with the ICRC, the League will prepare appropriate aids for educating young 
people in the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross.

In collaboration with the ICRC, the League has published a brochure with slides to be 
employed to facilitate the use of the film "Pax".

In addition, although not appearing in the dissemination programme, the Polish Red Cross and the ICRC, 
in collaboration with the League, organized a European seminar on Red Cross teaching of humanitarian 
law to youth at Gdansk in October 1979, and a European seminar on "Red Cross Medical Circles and 
International Humanitarian Law", at Warsaw, in November 1980.

Plan 4.4. Among international institutions

4.4.1. The HDI, in collaboration with the ICRC and the League, will hold seminars on the Red Cross:

for young diplomats stationed in Geneva;

for members of international organizations in Geneva.

In collaboration with the ICRC and the League, the HDI organized a seminar for members of 
permanent missions to the United Nations Office in Geneva in January 1981.

Twenty-one persons participated in this seminar, from the following countries: Argentina, 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Democratic Republic of Yemen, Denmark, Egypt, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Finland, Hungary, Israel, Jordan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Oman, Swe
den, Syria, United Kingdom, United States, Venezuela.
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REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE JOINT WORKING GROUP OF EXPERTS

IN THE FIELD OF DISSEMINATION OF INTERNATIONAL

HUMANITARIAN LAW AND THE PRINCIPLES AND IDEALS

OF THE RED CROSS PRESENTED TO THE XXIVth

INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE 

(MANILA, 1981)
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Composition and terms of reference

1. The XXIIIrd International Red Cross Conference (Bucarest 1977), in Resolution No. VII, invited the 
ICRC and the League to specify their methods of co-operation in dissemination in order to help National 
Societies develop action programmes for the dissemination of international humanitarian law.

2. Taking into account both the responsibilities incumbant on the League in compliance with article 5.1. j) 
of the Statutes and the terms of Resolution No. VII of the XXIIIrd International Red Cross Conference, 
the Executive Council of the League, at its 2nd Session (October 1978), adopted Decision No. 6 in which 
it asked the Secretary General of the League to create a joint working group in consultation with the 
ICRC, with a view to assisting and advising the Red Cross institutions about the setting up of the 
Action Programme for the Dissemination of International Humanitarian Law and the Principies and Ideals 
of the Red Cross 1978-1981, adopted by the Assembly of the ICRC and the Executive Council of the 
League.

3. The Working Group on dissemination was thus set up, composed of the following experts :
Mr. A.A. Buhedma (Libyan Red Crescent), Professor G. Mencer (Czechoslovak Red Cross), Professor F. 
Murillo (Spanish Red Cross), Mr. V.T. Nathan (Malaysian Red Crescent), Mr. K. Warras (Finnish Red 
Cross), as well as representatives of the League, the ICRC and the Henry Dunant Institute.

4. At its first sitting on 26.04.79, the Working Group appointed Mr. Kai Warras as Chairman and Professor 
Mencer as Vice-Chairman.

5. Its terms of reference were to advise and assist the institutions concerned in setting up an Action Pro
gramme, while retaining a certain right of initiative. Its action is indirect vis-a-vis the National Socie
ties because it is up to the Societies themselves to deal with all questions relating to dissemination, even 
questions raised by the Working Group. Finally, the Working Group may provide advice and support for 
the financing of certain plans in the Action Programme.

At its fifth meeting, the Working Group was informed that Professor Mencer, for health reasons, could 
no longer discharge his functions in the Group. In compliance with Decision No. 6, the Secretary Gene
ral of the League proposed that Professor Geza Herczegh, Councillor of the Hungarian Red Cross, be 
nominated to replace him. The Working Group endorsed this proposal.

During its fifth meeting, the Working Group renewed the mandate of Mr. Kai Warras and appointed 
Mr. V.T. Nathan as Vice-Chairman for a two-year term.
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Establishment of the Action Programme on the Dissemination of international humanitarian law and the Principles 
and Ideals of the Red Cross 1978-1981

6. At its subsequent meetings, the Working Group examined point by point the follow-up reports by the 
ICRC, the League and the Henry Dunant Institute on the various plans in the Action Programme. During 
these meetings, the Working Group accepted the principle of allowing a National Society or a member of 
the Red Cross or Red Crescent directly concerned with an agenda item to be invited by the Chairman to 
take part in the discussion on this item.

7. Concerning the various plans in the Action Programme, the Working Group, in particular, put forward 
the following proposal : following the meeting organized by the ICRC, in co-operation with the League, 
to define the contribution that non-governmental Organizations could make in dissemination, the Working 
Group asked the ICRC to examine, in conjunction with the Chairman of the Working Group on Human 
Rights within the framework of the NGO/ECOSOC Conference, how the question of international 
humanitarian law could be dealt with in the Group.

8. The Working Group was invited on several occasions by the ICRC and the League to examine the revised 
draft of the manual “Rignts and duties of nurses under the Geneva Conventions". Publication of this 
manual is assured, due to the co-operation of a member of one of the National Societies. The final 
version of this manual, taking into account the various remarks of the Working Group, is expected to be 
published by 1982.

9. The Working Group considered the draft compendium "Basic questions and answers on the International 
Red Cross". The purpose of the brochure will be to set out the ideals of the Red Cross in a simple and 
clear way for the public at large.

The production of this compendium was entrusted to a member of one of the National Societies, its 
conception being discussed at length in the Working Group. The compendium should be printed in 1982.

10. In general, the Working Group recommended that the ICRC co-ordinate the activities undertaken both by 
the Red Cross as a whole and by other organizations working for the promotion of international 
humanitarian law, and set up a data bank to centralize all information on work done both at the 
international and national levels in the field of humanitarian law.
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11. Concerning the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions, the Working Group agreed that each of 
its members would encourage his government to ratify the Protocols and, in conjunction with his 
government, would consider how to bring other governments of the region to ratify them also.

12. Finally, the Working Group examined the proposal by the Red Cross Commission on Peace which, at its 
2nd meeting (May 1979), had recommended that the Working Group undertake a study on "the teaching 
of International Humanitarian Law and the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross, as a factor in education 
for Peace, adapted for various audiences". The Working Group proposed that this study be carried out 
by the Henry Dunant Institute.

13. Two ways were suggested for financing the Action Programme's objectives and plans. Some would be 
included in the regular budget of each institution; others would be subject to ad hoc financing and 
would only be undertaken if the necessary funds were available.

14. Concerning the League, ad hoc financing of plans for which the League is head of project would be
obtained by integrating such plans into the League's fund-raising system. In order to ensure effective
co-ordination of financing, while respecting the fund-raising practices of each institution, certain plans 
of the Action Programme to be undertaken by the ICRC for which ad hoc financing would be necessary 
will be sent to the National Societies at the same time as the list of League projects.

15. The Working Group stated that results obtained to date had been disappointing and emphasized the need
for a financial effort to ensure realization of the various plans of the Action Programme. It was decided 
that each member of the Working Group would intervene with National Societies with which he was 
acquainted so that the elements in the Action Programme requiring ad hoc financing could be carried out 
in the time allowed.

16. Having closely followed the progress of the various projects in the Action Programme, both in the 
Geneva institutions and at the level of National Societies, the Working Group stated that despite 
shortages of both human and financial resources, many of these projects and other initiatives had been 
brought to a successful conclusion since 1978. In future, a wish was expressed that even closer 
co-operation should be established with and between National Societies which have already gained 
experience in the field of dissemination.
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Second Action Programme on the dissemination of international humanitarian law (1982-1985)

17. At its fourth meeting (October 1980), the Working Group examined the draft of the Second Action 
Programme on Dissemination, which had been elaborated to avoid a break in continuity. This draft 
included :

the plans in the First Programme being carried out at the end of 1981,

the plans of the First Programme already completed but which were to be taken up again or 
continued in the Second,

the plans of the First Programme which had not been completed and which were all to be taken up 
again in the Second,

entirely new plans, generally arising from recommendations formulated at the various seminars 
dealing with dissemination, held between 1978 and 1981.

The Working Group invited the ICRC and the League to send this Second Action Programme to all 
National Societies in November 1980 in order to have their comments before submitting the Programme to 
the responsible bodies of the ICRC and the League for adoption.

18. At its fifth meeting, the Working Group examined replies received from National Societies. The 
suggestions and remarks put forward were incorporated in the Second Action Programme before it was 
submitted to the League and the ICRC.

19. At its 7th Session (April 1981), the Executive Council of the League adopted in principle the Second 
Action Programme and recommended its final adoption by the General Assembly of the League (November 
1981). The Assembly of the ICRC also adopted it at its session of 21-22 July 1981.
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SECOND PROGRAMME OF ACTION OF THE RED CROSS
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INTRODUCTION

A. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES

1. The Statutes of the International Red Cross, of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), of 
the League of the Red Cross Societies (League) and of many National Societies make provision for Red 
Cross action in the dissemination of international humanitarian law and of the Principles and Ideals of the 
Red Cross; such action has been mentioned in several resolutions of the International Conferences of the 
Red Cross and in Resolution No. XXI of the Diplomatic Conference on the re-affirmation and development 
of international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts. Its importance for the future of the Red 
Cross has likewise been stressed in the Report on the re-appraisal of the role of the Red Cross.

2. The activities involved are based on three principles laid down by Red Cross Seminars on Dissemination 
and confirmed at the XXIIIrd International Conference of the Red Cross (Bucharest, 1977):

Although dissemination of international humanitarian law is a responsibility of governments, it should 
be a direct concern of the Red Cross in general and particularly of each National Society in its own 
country.

The dissemination of the Red Cross Ideals must not be limited to the Geneva Conventions but should 
cover Red Cross Principles and be included within the broad concept of man's responsibility to man.

Dissemination cannot be dissociated from the propagation of a spirit of peace by all members of the 
Red Cross family. Dissemination should never make war appear "acceptable".

3. The ICRC and the League plan to maintain, jointly or within their respective fields of competence, their 
cooperation in this regard in compliance with the principles recalled above and with the following 
provisions and guidelines :
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Statutes of the International Red Cross (IRC), Article VI, para. 2 and 7

The ICRC "maintains the fundamental and permanent Principles of the Red Cross..It "works for the 
continual improvement and diffusion of the Geneva Conventions".

Constitution of the League

In this field, the functions of the League are :

Art. 5.1.j :
"to assist the ICRC in the promotion and development of international humanitarian law and 
collaborate with it in the dissemination of this law and of the Fundamental Principles of the 
Red Cross among the National Societies".

Art. 5.1.g :
"to encourage and co-ordinate between National Societies the exchange of ideas for the 
education of children and young people in humanitarian ideals and for the development of 
friendly relations between young people of all countries".

Art. 5.1.h :
"to assist National Societies to recruit members from the population as a whole and inculcate 
the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross".

Statutes of the Henry Dunant Institute (UDI), Article 3

"The objective of the Institute shall be made available to the member institutions" (ICRC, League 
and Swiss Red Cross) "ways and means of carrying out studies, research, training and instruction in 
all branches of Red Cross activities and thus to contribute to the strengthening of Red Cross unity 
and universality.

The scope and responsability belonging to each of the three member institutions shall be respected 
at all times."

Cross..It
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4. First and foremost in their own countries, National Societies permanently contribute to the development and 
dissemination of international humanitarian law and of the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross at all levels, 
thus providing a means of humanitarian education and training, especially among their leaders and their adult 
and youth volunteers and among the public at large. It is furthermore wished that a close co-operation be 
established with and between National Societies which have already gained experience in the field of 
dissemination.

5. In this regard, the common aim of the ICRC, the League and the National Societies is to make international 
humanitarian law and the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross better known and applied throughout the 
world and thereby to promote a spirit of peace within the international community.

6. In their dissemination activities, the ICRC and the League obtain support from the Henry Dunant Institute, a 
body in the service of the international institutions of the Red Cross and the National Societies; at the same 
time, they co-operate in this respect with specialised organizations and institutions, notably the International 
Institute of Humanitarian Law at San Remo, the International Institute of Human Rights (Strasbourg), 
UNESCO, the Medico-Legal Commission at Monaco, etc.

7. The ICRC, the League and the Henry Dunant Institute will obtain advice from experts specialising in the 
subjects covered by this Programme of Action.

B. CONTENT OF THE PROGRAMME OF ACTION

8. In this document, the ICRC and the League have tried to achieve five aims :

to list, as exhaustively as possible, the activities which the Red Cross may reasonably consider carrying 
out from 1982-1985 in order to disseminate international humanitarian law and the Principles and Ideals of 
the Red Cross, to the extent that their financing is ensured;

to give this list the character of a Programme of Action containing plans and concrete projects, together 
with an indication of their budgetary implications and, depending on the case, the additional staff 
required;

to propose an approach to financing this Programme of Action; 
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to define the respective tasks of the ICRC and the League in this field and to reaffirm the role which 
National Societies and the Henry Dunant Institute have to play;

to explain the legal bases and indicate the principles of action according to which this programme should 
be implemented.

9. In so doing, the ICRC and the League are not simply providing a framework for their statutory dissemination 
obligations, but are also implementing Resolution No. VII of the XXIIIrd International Conference of the Red 
Cross (Bucharest, 1977) which requested them "to lay down guidelines for their co-operation in the sphere of 
dissemination in order to give more effective help to National Societies in drawing up programmes of activities 
concerning the dissemination of international humanitarian law and the training of national officers in this 
field".

10. This Programme of Action has four objectives :

to encourage States to accede to the Protocols additional to the Geneva Conventions;

to analyse the legal and practical consequences of the provisions of the Protocols additional to the Geneva 
Conventions;

to disseminate and encourage the dissemination of international humanitarian law;

to integrate the dissemination of the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross into all the Red Cross move
ment's activities.

11. These four objectives are divided into three quite separate parts, as their nature differs :

Accession to the Protocols (objective 1); Research (objective 2); Dissemination, education and training (objec
tives 3 and 4).
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12. This Programme of Action is the second of its kind. It will cover the years 1982 - 1985, the first one 
having covered 1978 to 1981. There is some overlapping between them and their plans can be distributed 
under four categories :

plans of the first Programme which will be achieved by the end of 1981;
plans achieved in the first Programme and repeated or pursued in the second;
plans of the first Programme not yet completed, and all repeated in the second;
entirely new plans, stemming in general from recommendations drafted by the different seminars on 
dissemination held between 1978 and 1981.

C. FINANCING OF THE PROGRAMME OF ACTION

13. The objectives and projects will be financed in two different ways. Some of them will be charged to the 
regular budget of each institution. It is clearly understood that the projects to be charged to each of 
the regular budgets of the ICRC, League and Henry Dunant Institute will have to be submitted for ap
proval by the competent organ of each institution for inclusion in its own budget. In other words, the 
acceptance by each institution on the principle of the Programme of Action must be linked, for each 
particular item on the Programme, to budgetary decisions, failing which the various projects will not be 
considered as definitively approved.

14. The remaining projects will be financed on an ad hoc basis and will not be undertaken before the funds 
required have been collected. In this connection, attention should be drawn to the fact that the League's 
efforts to raise the money will be integrated into its system of fund-raising appeals.

15. As the present version of the second Programme of Action (1982-1985) is only the first draft, it has not 
been possible to estimate the cost of some projects.

16. The ICRC and the League will co-ordinate their efforts to raise funds for the Programme of Action. In 
principle, they will make a joint approach to their prospective interlocutors, but should it be considered 
that in certain cases the approach should be made either by the ICRC alone or by the League alone, 
decisions on the appropriate steps to be taken shall also be taken in close co-operation. In taking any 
budgetary decision, the ICRC and the League will bear in mind that the dissemination of international 
humanitarian law and of the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross is, in one respect or another, one of 
their statutory obligations.
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SECOND PROGRAMME OF ACTION

PART 1 :

ACCESSION TO THE PROTOCOLS ADDITIONAL TO

THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS

Objective No. 1 : To encourage States to accede
to the Protocols additional to the 
Geneva Conventions

The adoption of these Protocols is a new and very important step forward in the development of international 
humanitarian law by governments and calls for a simultaneous and concerted effort on the part of all Red Cross 
institutions.

The ICRC will encourage governments to ratify or to accede to the Protocols while drawing their attention to the 
tasks assigned to the Red Cross.

The ICRC, in collaboration with the League, will urge National Societies to encourage their governments to accede 
to the Protocols. The approaches made to all National Societies will be made jointly by the ICRC and the League.

The ICRC, in co-operation with the League, will consult with the non governmental organizations (NGOs) to see 
what contribution they can make to having all States accede to the Protocols.

1
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Plans of Objective No. 1

1.1. The ICRC addresses itself to the 
governments by circular letter and 
by various ad hoc approaches
to encourage them to accede to the 
Protocols.

1.2. The ICRC (PL)* and the League 
jointly call on National Societies 
to urge their respective govern
ments to accede to the Protocols.

1.3. The ICRC, in co-operation with the 
the League will organize a meeting 
with the NGO's more particularly 
concerned in order to see what they 
can do to help encourage all States 
to accede to the Protocols.

* Project Leader

ICRC

ICRC/
League

ICRC
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PART 2 :

RESEARCH

Objective No. 2 : To analyse the legal and
practical consequences of the 
provisions of the Protocols 
additional to the Geneva Conventions

The ICRC will endeavour to have the various provisions of the Protocols better understood, without claiming to 
provide an authentic interpretation thereof. Together with the League, it will devote special attention to analysing 
the practical consequences for Red Cross institutions of the new legal instruments.
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The ICRC will prepare commentaries 
on the Protocols. The League will be 
consulted during the preparation of 
these texts with respect to the role 
of National Societies and the League.

The ICRC will publish the combined 
edition of the Geneva Conventions and 
the Protocols (English version).

The ICRC will enlarge its pamphlet 
on "The Essential Rules of the Geneva 
Conventions" with the Protocols in 
mind.

2.4. The ICRC will prepare a pamphlet on 
the means of identification in the 
Geneva Conventions and the 
Protocols.

2.5. With the help of the Henry Dunant 
Institute (HDI), the ICRC will prepare 
an "Index of the Geneva Conventions 
and the Protocols".
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PART 3 :

DISSEMINATION, EDUCATION, TRAINING

Objective No. 3 : To disseminate and encourage
the dissemination of international 
humanitarian law

3.1. Among National Societies :

Without neglecting the importance of the dissemination of the Principles and Ideals of the Red Cross, it is 
necessary to make a special effort, comprising serious preparation, to ensure that National Societies are 
an effective tool in the dissemination of international humanitarian law "stricto sensu". In their 
respective countries, National Societies should be in a position to play a decisive role in this field, in 
particular with governmental authorities and institutions so that the latter will ensure the dissemination of 
international humanitarian law in the circles concerned. The ICRC will promote the attainment of this 
objective in collaboration with the League.

The League will help National Societies to include these dissemination efforts in their respective 
development plans.

In collaboration with the League, the ICRC will encourage each National Society to appoint someone to be 
in charge of the dissemination of international humanitarian law and will help them with their relevant 
training efforts, above all through the organization of seminars and the publication of teaching material.

In collaboration with the League, the ICRC will organize, together with interested National Societies, 
technical seminars on the dissemination of international humanitarian law and will prepare the relevant 
teaching and demonstration material for National Societies.
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Plans of Objective No.3.1.

Jointly with interested 
National Societies and in 
collaboration with the League, 
the ICRC will organize regional 
seminars on the dissemination of 
international humanitarian law.

In cooperation with the ICRC, 
the Henry Dunant Institute is 
drawing up a practical guide for 
National Societies on methods of 
disseminating international humani
tarian law and the Principles and 
Ideals of the Red Cross.

In collaboration with the League, 
the ICRC is organizing a series 
of seminars in various languages 
to train those in charge of 
dissemination in National 
Societies.

The ICRC will prepare a 
"Compendium of practical 
examples of application of 
international humanitarian law".
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of international humanitarian 
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national humanitarian law.
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3.2. Among armed forces, governments, universities, international organizations and other institutions and groups 
concerned.

On the basis of its functions and experience, the ICRC is - within the Red Cross - the agent for 
dissemination among governments, armed forces, universities, international organizations and other 
institutions and groups concerned.

The ICRC will collaborate with international organizations and institutions specialised in international 
humanitarian law which contribute to the dissemination of international humanitarian law. The League will 
support this action. National Societies will be invited to do the same at the national level.

The ICRC will co-ordinate the studies and ensure exchange of information on teaching methods related to 
dissemination applied in different countries. It will recommend the establishment of permanent national 
inter-ministerial committees to examine and mobilise resources for systematic and appropriate dissemination 
of international humanitarian law. The National Societies will be invited to promote the setting up of such 
committees.

The ICRC will comment on the provisions of the Geneva Conventions and the Protocols: it will prepare, 
adapt, revise and evaluate constantly the content of dissemination programmes and the relevant material.

The ICRC will organize seminars and training periods for the armed forces (officers, legal advisers, etc.) 
and other services of the public authorities and will, to this end, draw on the experience and help of the 
Henry Dunant Institute and the International Institute of Humanitarian Law (San Remo).

In collaboration with the League and National Societies, the ICRC will encourage instruction in 
international humanitarian law in places of higher education, in particular in Faculties of law, political 
science, medicine and social sciences, in military academies and in teacher training colleges. In 
collaboration with the Henry Dunant Institute, UNESCO and other institutions, it will co-ordinate the 
exchange of international humanitarian law courses. It will undertake enquiries among universities on the 
present state of instruction in this law and associate the National Societies of the countries concerned 
with its endeavours.

In collaboration with the League, the ICRC will consult the NGOs and other international organizations 
concerned to see what contribution they can make to disseminating international humanitarian law.
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Among the armed forces :

The ICRC will organize training X 
periods for officers, military 
doctors, etc.

The ICRC will organize a 
European seminar for the armed 
forces.

The ICRC will improve and X
distribute the "Soldier's Manual".

The ICRC will prepare audio
visual courses for the use of the 
armed forces.

With the help of the HDI, the 
ICRC is preparing a manual on 
the law of war.

Jointly with the UN and with 
the help of the HDI, the ICRC 
will consider and prepare a 
programme for teaching inter
national humanitarian law to the 
UN Peacekeeping Forces.
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Among government services :
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The ICRC will prepare a practical 
guide on dissemination of inter
national humanitarian law for 
interested government services.

The HDI will organize periodi- X 
cally seminars on international 
humanitarian law :
- in Africa (with the Inter

national Relations Institute 
of Cameroon-1 RIC);

- in Latin America (with the 
Inter-American Bar 
Association - I ABA).

The ICRC will prepare audio
visual talks for officials in 
charge of the dissemination of 
international humanitarian law 
within the different Ministries.

The HDI, in collaboration with X 
the ICRC and the League, will 
hold periodically seminars on 
the Red Cross :

- for diplomats 
stationed in Geneva

- for members of inter
national organizations 
in Geneva.

X ICRC

HDI/ 
IRIC

HDI/ 
IABA

ICRC

ICRC/
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3.2.2.5. The HDI will organize seminars 
on international humanitarian 
law in co-operation with Academic 
institutions for Arab countries.

3.2.2.6.

3.2.3.

The HDI will organize seminars 
on international humanitarian law 
in co-operation with Academic 
institutions for Asian countries.

At university level :

3.2.3.1.

3.2.3.2.

3.2.3.3.

3.2.3.4.

The ICRC will organize regional 
seminars for professors of 
international public law.

With the help of the HDI, the 
ICRC will draw up a repertory of 
universities where international 
humanitarian law is taught.

The HDI will organize seminars 
on international humanitarian 
law for post graduated-students.

The ICRC and the HDI will teach 
international humanitarian law at 
the International Institute of 
Human Rights in Strasbourg.

X

HDI/Ac. 
Inst.

HDI/Ac. 
Inst.
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ICRC
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Together with the UN University, 
the ICRC and the HDI (PL) will 
consider or set up an inter
national humanitarian law 
training programme.

Together with the United Nations 
Institute for Training and 
Research (UNITAR), the ICRC 
and the League will consider 
or prepare a training programme 
on the subject of international 
humanitarian law.

The ICRC and the Polish Red 
Cross organize, with the help of 
the HDI, summer courses on 
international humanitarian law 
for advanced students of 
european and north-american 
universities.

Glossary of international 
humanitarian law terminology in 
French, English, Russian and 
Spanish.
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Objective No. 4 : To integrate the dissemination 
of the Principles and ideals of 
the Red Cross into all the Red 
Cross movement's activities

Beyond the dissemination of international humanitarian law "stricto sensu", the dissemination of the Principles and 
ideals of the Red Cross should be directly or indirectly integrated into all the activities of National Societies, the 
League and the ICRC. Any instruction on the Red Cross in general and any training of information undertaking 
should, in the short or long-term, ensure understanding of, respect for and implementation of the Principles and 
ideals of the Red Cross.

To do this, the following procedure will, inter alia, be used :

The League will endeavour to introduce the dissemination of the Principles and ideals in the Red Cross 
Development Programme, in particular into the programmes of meetings and training periods organized under 
its auspices in collaboration with National Societies. The ICRC will co-operate in drawing up these programmes 
and will participate in these meetings.

- National Societies will be urged to introduce into and/or develop in their training and public relations 
programmes the dissemination of the Principles and ideals of the Red Cross, the history and structure of the 
International Red Cross, and information on all activities representing their contribution to the promotion of 
peace and international co-operation.

The ICRC and the League will encourage National Societies to form advisory committees of specialists in 
international humanitarian law, teaching and information to advise them in preparing programmes for 
disseminating not only the Principles and ideals of the Red Cross, but also international humanitarian law.

The ICRC and/or the League, possibly with the help of the Henry Dunant Institute, will prepare for the use 
of National Societies adequate teaching material of a kind suitable for young people and their teachers.

The ICRC and/or the League will prepare the written and audio-visual material popularising the Principles and 
ideals of the Red Cross in a form suitable for journalists, the mass media and the public at large.
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Among National Societies :

In collaboration with the ICRC, 
the League will produce a 
“Practical guide for the role of 
the Red Cross in peacetime" 
for the use of National Societies.

The HDI will hold annual 
introductory seminars on Red 
Cross international activities 
for leaders and officials of 
National Societies.

The ICRC and the League will 
bring out a new edition of the 
"International Red Cross 
Handbook", together with the 
HDI.

The ICRC and the League will 
prepare a compendium of Resolu
tions of the International Red 
Cross.

The ICRC and the League 
will publish a Guide of questions 
and answers on the International 
Red Cross.
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The ICRC will prepare a 
compendium of first-hand stories 
recounting its delegates' 
experiences.

The League and the ICRC will 
issue a new series of posters 
illustrating the fundamental 
principles of the Red Cross.

The League and the ICRC will 
prepare a text on the International 
Red Cross and international 
humanitarian law to be published 
in the first-aid manual to be 
issued by the National Societies.

Among Youth:

The ICRC and the League (PL) X 
are updating and promoting 
the two manuals for primary 
school pupils and teachers.

The League, in collaboration with X 
the ICRC, will update and 
promote the use of the "Red 
Cross Teaching Guide".

The League (PL) and the ICRC, 
in collaboration with the HDI, 
will hold an introductory seminar 
on international humanitarian 
law for those responsible for 
international youth organizations.
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In collaboration with the ICRC, 
the League will prepare appro
priate aids for educating young 
people on the Principles of inter
national humanitarian law and 
Ideals of the Red Cross.
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Among the public at large and 
mass-media :

The ICRC and the League will 
prepare a film montage from 
existing material on the Red Cross, 
its Principles and activities.

The ICRC and the League are 
producing audio-visual lectures 
on the International Red Cross 
to be used by their respective 
visitors' services.

The ICRC and the League are 
preparing a guide on the 
dissemination of international 
humanitarian law for journalists.

In collaboration with the ICRC 
and the League, the HDI will 
organize seminars for journalists 
and students of journalism.
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A SUMMARY OF THE MAIN OBJECTIVES

OF THE RED CROSS ACTION PROGRAMMES

FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

AND RED CROSS PRINCIPLES AND IDEALS
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INTRODUCTION

The Second Action Programme for the dissemination of international humanitarian law and Red Cross Principles and 
Ideals is, like its predecessor, essentially an inventory of actions to take, with a reminder of the legal basis of 
such actions and of their general objectives.

Concomitantly, the ICRC and the League Secretariat have considered it useful to establish a shorter and more 
general document which would set out the main objectives and aims which the first and second Action programmes 
and the Joint group of experts on dissemination propose that the Red Cross movement should try and attain in this 
field before the XXVth International Red Cross Conference.

I. AIMS

1. To make international humanitarian law and Red Cross Principles and Ideals better known to people, and 
especially to the members of the armed forces.

2. To improve the procedures and structures for effective working partnership between the ICRC, the
League, National Societies and governments.

3. To mobilize and utilize all the resources available in Geneva, in National Societies, in government
services and in academic institutions.

4. To increase the capacity of the ICRC and the League to provide the support necessary to achieve the
required degree of awareness of all facets of international humanitarian law and Red Cross Principles and
Ideals by the different groups involved, namely :

- Armed Forces
- Red Cross/Red Crescent members
- Interested government agencies
- Academic world
- Primary and secondary school pupils
- Members of medical and para-medical professions
- Public at large

5. To devise ways of obtaining the financial resources required.
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11 • OBJECTIVES

These broad aims are relevant to all concerned with dissemination. However, the specific objectives of this 
summary fall naturally within the particular spheres of responsibility of the three groups listed below.

a) Geneva-based institutions

1. To prepare and maintain an up-to-date record on the situation in each country regarding the 
dissemination of international humanitarian law (ICRC).

2. To establish, for each particular region, a corps of experts in international humanitarian law, to 
advise and assist National Societies.

3. To prepare and help to prepare basic documentary material on international humanitarian law in 
accordance with the inventory contained in the Action Programme,if necessary in consultation with 
outside experts.

4. To establish regular communication with National Societies and to endeavour to meet their needs 
(ICRC for international humanitarian law; ICRC and League for the fundamental principles; HDI in 
certain specific cases).

5. To organize training courses, seminars and consultations to assist National Societies and governments 
in the work of dissemination as the need arises. ( ICRC, League, HDI as the case may be).

6. To keep National Societies informed on developments in dissemination, possibly by means of a special 
bulletin, .a regular section and/or a special edition of the Information Bulletin and features in the 
International Review of the Red Cross, when and where appropriate (ICRC).

7. To encourage exchanges of experience and of dissemination personnel between National Societies.

8. To develop with groups of National Societies having similar needs basic material corresponding to 
those needs (ICRC and/or League, as the case may be).
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9. To continue to call upon the assistance of the more developed National Societies to keep up the 
dissemination effort of the less developed Societies (ICRC and/or League, as the case may be).

10. To encourage the ratification of the 1977 Protocolos by governments (ICRC).

b) National Societies

1. To establish a special committee to promote dissemination throughout the country. This committee 
should be directly responsible to the top decision-making body of the Society, which should give 
the committee the support necessary to carry out its task.

2. To establish and maintain a close working relationship with the government departments responsible 
for matters concerning the Geneva Conventions, (by signing the Geneva Conventions, governments 
accept a responsibility to disseminate knowledge of those treaties to their populations, irrespective 
of the position they take in regard to the Protocols).

3. To decide on national priorities within the target groups for dissemination already adopted by the 
International Red Cross (see 1,4).

4. To implement plans of action for target groups, in accordance with these priorities.

5. To enlist the aid of interested and knowledgeable people to assist in carrying out this task in their 
own communities and provide them with appropriate information as required.

6. To produce source materials suitable to meet particular national needs.

7. To maintain liaison with the ICRC and the League.

8. To report annually to the ICRC on their dissemination activities using the special form for this 
purpose.

9. To urge their government, at every opportunity, to ratify the Protocols.
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c) Joint ICRC - League Working Group

1. To advise and help the Institutions concerned on implementation of the Programme of Action, whilst 
enjoying some freedom of action, and to give its advice and support for financing some of the plans 
of the Programme of Action.

2. To keep the general progress of dissemination under regular review.

3. To co-operate with the ICRC and the League in the drafting of a new four-year Action Programme, 
in consultation with National Societies, to be presented to each International Red Cross Conference. 
This Programme should specify an objective and put forward ways and means to achieve it. It 
should also include a publication and teaching plan, together with an estimate of the cost.


